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 Chapter 3091 

Huge Gap From The Top Spot 

The organization that suffered the biggest shock was Hydron. 

After all, the number of Deities in Xyperia had suddenly increased to a hundred thousand. 

This could only mean that Hydron’s plan of revenge against Idrae was now impossible. 

Inside the organization, the group that was hell-bent on vengeance was totally dumbfounded. 

They had thought that the justice they waited for so long would finally be at hand once their 

organization became stronger and there were more Deities. 

But alas, this happened. 

How could we take revenge now that the enemy’s number of Deities had reached a hundred thousand? 

Even if we have a hundred more years to prepare for it, it would not be possible. 

As time passed, their enemy would only become stronger at a rate that they could not imagine. 

However, the people that were actually in control of Hydron did not really care. 

The reason being they had not been really interested in taking vengeance on Idrae from the start. 

could say that they had totally 

more resources and making their organization 

be able to take on Idrae, they wanted to 

only in it 

being said, during this period of time, they hadn’t been 

top brass of Hydon to take revenge 

moment that the news of the hundred thousand Deities of 

no longer bring up the issue of vengeance on 

revenge was not something 

head-on against Idrae 

quickly 

only become more and more difficult. After all, Xyperia now has more than one hundred thousand 

Deities! But, at the same time, we must keep our wits about ourselves. We need to be patient! At the 

moment, there is only one to 

In time, we can 



starting to 

the 

thousand Deities was overwhelming the world, the best way at this moment was to 

had 

could not refute 

unite was that the organization must first become strong so that they 

and the one thing to focus on right then was to strengthen the organization so that Hydron 

evident that the decision-makers  

Chapter 3092 

Ways Of Opening The Heavenly Lock 

When Heavenly League expanded its number of Deities to three hundred within a short period of time, 

it was thought to be an outstanding feat. 

However, that success was nothing compared to what had been achieved by Xyperia. 

The news was a big blow to the Heavenly League. 

Furthermore, people like Qilin, Azure Dragon, and three others seemed to have broken the shackles 

within their bodies after they became Deities, boosting their rate of growth to the point where it was 

astonishing. 

Previously, the talents of Azure Dragon and his group paled in comparison to Floyd and the others. 

However, after they became Deities, the talents of Azure Dragon and his group were fully released. In 

just a short time, they were able to overtake Malcom and Maxwell. 

At this point, their capabilities were similar to Edmund’s. 

Because of this, the Heavenly League was in a joyous state. 

After all, the overall strength of their Deities was stronger than that of other countries. 

They figured they had a bright future ahead and could even one day catch up to Xyperia. 

But when the number of Deities in Xyperia was revealed, it was a shock to the Heavenly League. 

It’s impossible for us to catch up now! 

After all, it’s not enough for one Deity to be powerful. No matter how powerful a Deity becomes, that 

Deity would never be able to take on a hundred thousand Deities alone. 

we have Chad, the Miracle Doctor, Xyperia has Idrae. That’s a whole organization against 

no way we can compare to 



now 

as someone had the potential to become a prospect, there was a high 

Deity was simply that they weren’t the right 

were no 

continued, Idrae could turn all the prospects in Xyperia 

in 

was even possible that the Deities in Xyperia might outnumber 

would be able to catch up. It was a terrifying scenario to 

according to the grapevine, the figure of one hundred thousand was just a 

been reached much earlier and 

such a rumor exist was 

that Idrae contributed all the ancient manuals and technique 

was the national treasure 

would prevent anyone from causing trouble 

the power of a whole country 

of Xyperia’s allies 

had formed the 

Idrae, they would do everything to keep the 

existence was now 

could touch 

who wanted to seek revenge should just 

just disperse whatever team they had come up 

was especially true for Hydron, which Idrae had 

would not want any 

 Chapter 3093 

Just People With Spiritual Bones 

After hesitating for a long time, Dr. Erebus decided to tell Levi about it. “I have news for you, Mr. 

Garrison. The number of Deities in Xyperia has exceeded a hundred thousand, and this could just be a 

conservative estimate. The actual number of Deities there could be far greater than this, and they 

continue to grow stronger as we speak!” 



He wanted Levi to prepare himself as a hundred thousand Deities was quite a force to be reckoned with. 

Levi, who was focused on studying the heavenly lock, didn’t even look up when he replied, “A hundred 

thousand, huh? Let me know when they’ve reached a million Deities.” 

“Oh, okay!” 

Dr. Erebus left after saying that. 

I can’t tell if Levi already knew about it, if he simply didn’t give a d*mn, or if he was so busy that he 

wasn’t even paying attention to what I told him. Regardless, there’s nothing I can do about it. 

Idrae was creating an army of Deities to launch an all-out attack on their enemies, including Levi and his 

group. 

They were still actively searching for Levi’s whereabouts and would definitely attack if they managed to 

find him. 

Erudia, things began to 

Levi encountered in the South Pole had shown up in Erudia’s restricted 

were there to collect magical herbs and spiritual energy crystals which they called “spiritual 

and spiritual energy 

situation instead of harvesting or using 

they believed the magical herbs had yet to fully absorb the spiritual energy and 

the magical herbs were still “unripe” at 

best results, which 

of magical herbs was limited to their usage, and 

hundred thousand Deities? 

simply sneered when they heard 

absorb spiritual energy better than others and convert it into physical energy, that’s all! Those fools sure 

make them sound a lot more 

members of the Ecclesiastic Order seemed to know 

were simply people with spiritual bones 

absorb spiritual energy, having the right type was 

members of the Ecclesiastic Order present at the scene all had 

Chapter 3094 

Idrae Strikes First 



The latest member of Hydron was Agent 187380, which showed just how many people they had in the 

organization. 

The five members that invited Levi into Hydron were Agent 23, Agent 29, Agent 32, Agent 33, and Agent 

45. 

They were among the first batch of people that joined the organization, and they had forgotten their 

grudge with Idrae after so long. 

All they cared about was how they could make Hydron as strong as the forces of the powerful countries. 

The five of them spent every single day gathering resources which they used to strengthen themselves. 

Through the use of advanced technology and the resources they gathered, they were able to modify 

their bodies and become Deities. 

Satisfied with the power and authority they had received as a result, they didn’t really focus on Idrae. 

powerful Xyperia had gotten, they knew it wasn’t very realistic for them to 

organization were only focused on how they 

hundred Deities, and that number would only continue to increase over 

to create Deities, it wouldn’t take 

nothing compared to the top three forces in the world, it was enough for them to be ranked fifth or 

sixth in the 

was only a matter of time before they were on par 

self-interests, people knew they 

they even stand a tiny chance at getting the revenge they 

but to wait patiently even 

Xyperia released the news about it having a hundred thousand Deities, Hydron too, began expanding 

and strengthening itself in 

actually taken their revenge, Idrae had deemed their existence a threat that needed 

the help of Xyperia and could mobilize their Deities, they began to launch their attack on those they 

perceived 

expanding their organization that they didn’t even notice 

location, and Idrae was able to 

Deities from Xyperia! I want them to surround this 

 Chapter 3095 

Surrounded By Five Thousand Deities 



In just a short amount of time, Hydron had become so powerful that it was on par with the top countries 

in the world. 

With the seven of them in complete control, they believed that the organization could develop very well 

as long as they didn’t provoke Idrae. 

Little did they know, Idrae would take the fight to them instead. 

“Let’s raise a toast to the great success of our organization!” 

The seven decision-makers and their descendants all raised their glasses as they celebrated their 

success. 

Xyperia having a hundred thousand Deities only provided them with a reason to strengthen and expand 

Hydron. 

That way, they no longer had to do it secretly behind the backs of the more extreme members who only 

wanted revenge on Idrae. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the island began to shake like it was experiencing an earthquake. 

The vibrations were so strong that it felt as if the island would get flipped upside down. 

Crackle! 

Boom! 

of thunder rang out as 

as an invisible force that carried the 

started suffocating from it, 

commotion was so huge that the island looked 

Chaos was everywhere. 

happened? What’s 

decision-makers and their descendants were panicking as they ran outside to 

exclaimed, prompting the others 

appear one after the other in the air above, and their arrival was accompanied by an intense 

large ships could be seen approaching from the 

tons of people on board, and 

of Deities approaching on all sides, there was no 

off by the Deities, much to the 



first time they had encountered such a powerful enemy, especially 

the ships came closer, they could get a clearer view and saw black-colored flags on each of 

flags was none other than the 

W-What the… 

in great shock when they recognized 

“I-Isn’t that Idrae’s symbol?” 

Chapter 3096 

Immense Hatred Toward Levi 

“Tsk tsk… I never knew we had so many enemies!” 

“An organization with over a hundred and eighty thousand people, huh? They sure are bold for planning 

to get their revenge on us like this! I bet a majority of them doesn’t have the guts to go through with it 

now!” 

“Even if they did, what could they possibly do to us? There’s no way they’ll be able to get their 

revenge!” 

The leaders of Idrae were laughing as they stood on the deck. 

Titanius, the second leader of Idrae, said all of a sudden, “Levi is the only person who has killed our 

people ever since Idrae was formed…” 

The energy in the air changed immediately after those words had left his mouth, and the smiles on their 

faces were instantly replaced by rage and murderous intent. 

The last time they tried to trick Levi, he set them up and killed three of their leaders along with many 

other members. 

To an organization like Idrae, they couldn’t afford to lose even a single member. 

As such, losing that many members and three leaders came as a huge form of humiliation to them. 

especially the case since Idrae had 

the leaders being replaced often, no one had ever 

the only one who managed to land 

up with that humiliation for so long, they were finally able to eliminate 

Levi, they could only start by attacking Hydron 

you and those affiliated with you are going to die! This is what happens when you mess with Idrae! We’ll 

poison your daughter to death in front of you before doing the same to everyone else! 

leaders harbored immense hatred toward Levi, but they didn’t really have the time to dwell 



all sides, the Deities slowly 

ton of people on the island, 

such, they were all terrified and could only back away in 

“It’s Idrae!” 

Oedipus! And that guy over there is Idrae’s second leader, 

Idrae exclaimed upon identifying its flag and 

knew for a fact that Idrae 

majority of Hydron’s members were scared out of their wits when 

must mean that something bad is about to happen! Why would they even bring this many Deities with 

them? Just how many of them are there? I’ve never seen 

“One, two, three, four…” 

of the people on the island began 

A thousand? 

fell into despair the moment they counted 

 Chapter 3097 

The Aura From Five Thousand Deities 

None of them had expected Idrae to come looking for them, especially since they didn’t go seeking 

revenge on Idrae. 

Because they didn’t expect this to happen, they were completely caught off guard when Idrae attacked. 

Ironically, the members of Hydron had gathered in one place in preparation for their revenge against 

Idrae but ended up exposing their location as a result. 

It wouldn’t be an overstatement to say that they had presented Idrae with a perfect opportunity to take 

them all out in one fell swoop. 

They knew Idrae had been active the whole time, but they assumed it was about preventing Levi from 

treating his daughter. 

By the time they found out that Idrae had been preparing to kill its enemies, it was far too late. 

For Hydron, having over seven hundred Deities was considered amazing progress. 

As such, they were completely helpless when Idrae showed up at their doorstep with five thousand 

Deities. 

To fight such an overwhelming force head-on would only result in a one-sided massacre. 



Although they knew full well that they didn’t stand a chance, the revenge-seeking members of Hydron 

decided to try and fight anyway. 

of whether they would be able to get their revenge on Idrae, they would at 

are right in front of us, comrades! Let us get our revenge on them now!” Agent 8, who led the 

wanted to get their revenge on Idrae shouted along 

their chances of success, they were determined to 

good! I like your 

leaders of Idrae nodded 

Hydron, on the other hand, kept their heads 

to, including the seven decision-makers whose hearts 

were all happily celebrating the potential success and bright future they had ahead of them, only to 

have Idrae show 

do was give the word, and they would lose their lives along with everything else 

that 

dying and losing everything that they had given up on 

moment, all they wanted was to protect their 

such great pains to finally get where they were, it would be devastating for them to lose everything in 

the blink 

bad enough, hearing the loud battle cries of 

are you guys going on about at a time like this? Forget about getting revenge! Wouldn’t it be better if 

we could 

“Do you feel their hatred toward us? Every second they are allowed to live just makes them more of a 

threat 

just that! We’ll kill every single person 

“Understood!” 

that command, the five thousand Deities glared menacingly at the 

the land and surrounded the entire island 

Chapter 3098 We Got Our Revenge On Levi 

Right before the battle started, the seven decision-makers shouted, “Wait!” 

“Hmm? What’s wrong? What is it?” 



The leaders of Idrae looked at them in confusion. 

“Can we try talking things out? The seven of us here are the founders and decision-makers of Hydron. 

We would like to engage in a negotiation!” said Agent 1. 

“Oh? A negotiation?” 

The leaders of Idrae paused in surprise as they had not expected such a turn of events. 

Even the revenge-seeking members of Hydron were caught off guard and stared blankly at them in 

confusion. 

What the hell are they doing? 

“What do you intend on negotiating for? Didn’t you all want to get your revenge on us? Wasn’t this little 

organization of yours founded solely for that purpose?” Oedipus asked. 

The seven decision-makers flashed him a smile in response. “No! That was initially the case, but we 

eventually gave up on that as time passed. Besides, we don’t even have what it takes to seek revenge on 

you guys!” 

hundred thousand Deities to protect 

first, but we eventually realized that we don’t 

can see, all we want to do is develop as an organization! We 

revenge-seeking members that were hell-bent on seeking revenge protested, “What the hell are 

were lying about getting revenge this whole 

decision-makers burst out laughing. “Are you guys idiots? Let’s be honest here. Do 

talking about strengthening our organization so we can get our revenge on 

members refused 

In order to have you all 

were, the seven decision-makers didn’t dare lie about it any 

to tell the truth as it was the only way to have Idrae spare 

“You b*stards!” 

revenge-seeking members were furious when they heard that they had 

point, but hearing it firsthand angered 

leaders of Idrae then had a 

is true! This organization did make a few assassination attempts 

they have indeed been selfishly developing both themselves and their organization in the 



revenge on Idrae, but we have also gotten our revenge on Levi!” 

Chapter 3099 Those Against Levi Are Friends 

The seven decision-makers nodded in unison. “That’s right! We did everything in our power to stop Levi 

from curing Forlevia of her poisoning! We were also present at the magical medicine auction to stop him 

from getting the magical medicine!” 

“I see… So, it was you guys, after all! I was wondering who did that! Man, you guys sure are an evil 

bunch! I can’t believe you guys went that far just to stop him from treating his daughter!” Titanius 

exclaimed with a smile. 

“That’s right! We’ve always been trying to get at Levi! In fact, we recently planned on getting more 

resources out of him!” one of the seven decision-makers said. 

The leaders of Idrae chuckled. “Hahaha! That’s good to hear! We don’t mind negotiating with you guys if 

you are all against Levi!” 

They were originally planning on killing every member of Hydron no matter what they said or offered, 

but hearing that they had been targeting Levi made them change their minds. 

Regardless of why those decision-makers were after Levi, the leaders of Idrae saw them as allies due to 

their common enemy. 

The members of Hydron, too, did not expect the leaders of Idrae to soften up after hearing what they 

said about Levi. 

negotiations have become possible, the seven decision-makers decided to take things a step 

said, “Some of our members here are hell-bent on 

were the five members who invited Levi into Hydron back then, quickly chimed in and said, “That’s right! 

We’ve stopped them 

“You b*stards…” 

the others were on the verge of 

get? I can’t believe they just offered us to Idrae in order to ensure their own safety! 

ignored their rage and continued 

as you guys can see, we never intended to seek revenge on Idrae, to begin with! 

easy for you guys to kill us all. We wouldn’t even last thirty minutes against those five thousand Deities 

of 

of much greater value alive than dead! We wouldn’t pose a threat to 

it incredibly amusing when they saw their enemies trying so hard to appease 

Those with great power are capable of bending the rules to their will! They clearly hate us to the core, 

and yet, here they are, claiming that they never hated us at all! 



negotiation, shall we? We’re friends, not enemies!” the seven 

for negotiation! However, we do have this huge grudge between us. We have hurt the family members 

and friends of every single one of you here. How will you guarantee that they won’t come after us for 

revenge?” Oedipus said 

Chapter 3100 Kneel Before The Enemy 

Everyone readily accepted the suggestion; just the thought of it made them giddy with glee. 

It would be exhilarating to see their enemy—who hated them to the core—kneel on the ground, 

kowtow, and swear that they would not seek revenge. 

“About that…” 

The expressions of every Hydron member darkened instantly upon hearing Idrae’s proposal. 

This is blatant humiliation! They are trampling our dignity underfoot! 

Most importantly, Idrae was their sworn enemy. 

Each Hydron member held a deep grudge for Idrae. 

The act of bowing down in subservience to their insufferable enemy was simply unacceptable. 

All seven decision-makers were between a rock and a hard place. 

Their families had died at the hands of Idrae, so it was impossible to remain unruffled by the audacious 

request. 

Kowtowing would be preposterous. 

Their confidence began to waver. 

The five people who had invited Levi to join Hydron were particularly hesitant. 

Flashbacks of when they had ridiculed Levi for being a coward ran through their minds. They recalled 

how they had accused Levi of being a bad father and a sorry excuse of a man because he refused to seek 

revenge. 

them now that they were moments 

had no choice but to submit to Idrae, they could not seem to will 

reason, Levi’s face resurfaced in their minds, and their 

scared to face Idrae?” 

we in the same situation now? Idrae is right in front of us, yet not only are we not retaliating, but we 

have to grovel at their 

people who were determined to avenge their families, vowing to back off was out of the 

and remarked, “All of you promised that you wouldn’t fight back, yet you’re still on your feet! It seems 



the seven decision-makers frantically yelled, “We’ll 

five people who had invited Levi, quickly followed their lead 

the 

b*stards really going 

How dare you kneel 

to anyone except 

in their graves if they knew of 

Do you 

crowd’s hearts as they vociferated their 

the decision-makers paid them no heed as 

an absolute 

decision-makers had thrown away 

burst into raucous laughter as they 

up 

formidable power had rendered 

kneel!” the decision-makers urged the rest of Hydron to 

distaste, the five people who 

down! What are you waiting 

prompted the 


